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ABSTKACT 
Given a nontrivial conjugacy class bZ of GL(I’) which is contained in SL(V), we 
want to find a minimal integer k such that evey element of SL(V) is a product of at 
most k elements of 0. The zmalogous question is studied when R is replaced kn 
@ @ _ ‘. where @ is a nontrivial conjugacy class of GL(V 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a commutative field, II E l+J,,, and V an n-dimensional K-vec- 
tor space. GL ,,( K) denotes the group of regular 11 X n matrices over K. 
Elements of GL(V) [or GL,,( K)] are similar if they are contained in the 
same conjugacy class of GL(V ) [respectively, GL,,( K >I. 
Each similarity class in GL(V’) h h ‘. w ic 1s contained in SL(V) is a union of 
conjugacy classes of SL(V ). Th e number of conjugacy classes in such a union 
depends on the underlying field K. cf. [7]. 
For a subset 1R of a group G and i E N,, let 0’ := {w, . ... . w,/ co, E (2) 
and k(n) := min{k E N,( U {R”li E N and i < k) = G); otherwise we set 
k(0) = a. In other words, k(R) is the minimal number k such that each 
element of G is a product of at most k elements of 0, provided suc11 a 
number exists; else k(R) = m. 
We study the following questions in G = SL(V ). 
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(1) Given a nontrivial similarity class 1R which is contained in SL(V) 
(nontrivial means that the similarity class does not consist of a single 
homothety). What is k(R)? For example, when R is the set of all transvec- 
tions [i.e., r E SL(V) and dim V(T - 1) = l] and A” = 1 for some A E K* 
\ {l} and n > 2, then k(R) = n + 1; cf. [2] or [3]. Let c := max{k(R)Ifl is 
a nontrivial similarity class in SL(V)}. By the above example, c > n + 1 can 
occur. We will prove that c < n + 2 provided 1 K I > 2n; see Theorem 1.9. 
REMARK. If R is a conjugacy class in SL(V) consisting of cyclic map- 
pings and p E SL(V) 1s a nonhomothety, then q E f13; cf. [4]. 
(2) Let @ be a nontrivial conjugacy class of GL(V) and @ 1 W’ := 
Icpcp’-~l~> d E a}. Clearly, @ . W’ is contained in SL(V) and it is a union 
of similarity classes. Let d := max{k(@ * Q-i)]@ is a nontrivial similarity 
class} or else d = 00. We prove that d < n + 4 under the assumption n > 4 
and IKI > 7. 
1. PRODUCTS OF ELEMENTS OF A SINGLE 
SIMILARITY CLASS 
REMARK 1.1. Let M c K*, 17 E K*, s E N with s 2 2 and IKI > 
~$1 M ) + s). There are s distinct elements /+, . . . , ps E K* \ M such that 
I-If,,j_q = 7. 
Proof. Choose distinct elements pl, . . . , pS_2 E K* \ M, and let N := 
M u Ic~i,. . . , P,_~}. Take ps_i E K* such that 
This choice is possible because we exclude at most 2(1 M I + s - 2) + 2 = 
2(( M I + s) - 2 elements of K *. Finally, take ps := &?i . .** . p; ‘v. ??
LEMMA 1.2. Let B E GL,( K > be a diagonal matrix with at least one 
eigenoalue with multiplicity one, say B = diag(A,, . . . , A,,) and A, # 
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A,, . . . , A,,. Suppose that I? and 0 are similarity classes of cyclic matrices in 
GL,( K > such that det r . det (1 = det B. Then RS = B for some R E r and 
s E R. 
Proof. Let a = x7’ + . .- +a, be the characteristic polynomial of the 
elements of r-l, and c = X” + ... fc,, that of the elements of 0. By our 
assumption we have a, det B = co. Let (1, := c,(h,+, . *.. . A,,)-’ for i E 
(0,. . . n - 1) (in particular d,,_ , := c,,_ ,> and h, := a,‘(tl, - a,h,+ ,> for 
i E {l,..., n - l}. Take 
I 
\ b ,, I ’ 0 
\ 
1 
A := 
, -a0 . . . . . . -a n 1 
I 
B’ := 
4 b, . 
A2 
4, 
Then AB’ = C, and A E r-r and C E a. Furthermore, B’ is similar to B. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let LY, p E GL(V) and V = V, @ .*. @ Vk, where each I’, 
is an a-cyclic and a fi-cyclic module and dim Vi > 2. Let M C K * and 
1 KI > 2(\ M 1 + n), where n = dim V. Then &b = diagi /.L,, . . . , II,,> hoUs (in 
an appropriate basis for 1”) for some p,, . . . , p,, E K* \ M_ with 
II/-L,, . . . , p,,)I = n and for some coqjugate (Y of cx and Some conjugate p of P 
in GL(V ). 
Proof. By induction. Let k >, 1, and V’ := V, @ ... @ I’,_, and V” := 
Vk, and let (Y’, p’, a”, p” denote the respective restrictions. Let n’ := dim V’ 
and n” := dim V”. The induction hypothesis (applied to V’, (Y’, P’, M > yields 
(Y’, /?I, and or,. . . , CL,,! E K* \ M according to the assertion. Let M” := M 
u { Pl,. . . , /A,,,). Then I K ( > 2(1 M”\ + n”); hence Remark 1.1 supplies dis- 
tinct elements /..q,,+ r, . . . , p,> E K * \ M” such that II;= ,I’ + , p, = 
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det (Y” det p”. From Lemma 1.2 we obtain conjugates 3, b” of LY”, /3” 
respectively in GL(V”) such that &‘$J = diag( kn’+ 1,. . . , pu,) in a suitable 
basis for V”. Now (Y := 6’ @ &” and p := 6’ EB /?” fulfill our requirements. 
??
The case (Y = /3 yields 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let a E GL(V), and suppose V = V, f~ **- @ V,, 
where each Vi is an cy-cyclic module with dim Vi > 2. Let M C K * and 
1 KI > Z(IMI + n), where n = dim V. Then && = diad pl,. . . , pn) holds (in 
an appropriate basis for V> for some pl, . . . , p,, E K* \ M with 
I{ P 1, . . . , p,}I = n and some conjugates & and 2 of (Y in GL(V). 
LEMMA 1.5. Let IKI > 2n. Suppose that A, B E GL,(K), A = 
diag( vl, . . . , p,., p, . . . , p) with II pl,. . . , p,, pu)l = r + 1, and B has the 
f Of-Pi 
ID \ 
B= 
V 
\ v) 
where 
Q-3 
D= ‘. E GL(K) 
\ . i 0, 
consists of s > 1 cyclic m&rice: pi E GL,?( K) with ni > 2 for i E (1,. . . , s). 
Let m < r < n. Then AB = diag( p;, . . . , @,.,,p’, . . . , ~‘1, and 
II/.&..., r*:,, $}I = r’ + 1 for r’ = r+m-sorr’=n-l(ifr+m-s 
an- 1) and som,e ~5 ,..., &, F’ E K* and matrices A, 2 E CL,,(K) 
which are similar to A and B, respectively. 
Proof. 
Case A: r < n - m + s. Let 
C3 := diag( P,. . . , P, elf) E GL,J K) for j E {l,...,s} 
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and 
C:=diag(~s+,,...,~,,~,...,~) EGL,,-,,,(K). 
Using Remark 1.1 and Lemma 1.2, we can choose A,, . . . , A,,, such tht 
l{h ,,..., A,,,,j..~,,+~v ,..., p,.v.p}I = nl + (r -,y) -+ 1. 
d,6, = diag( A,, . . . , A,,,). 
c’,6, = diag(A,,,+,, . . . . A,,?) (*) 
d,fi, =diag(A,,, ,+, ,... ,A,!,) 
for appropriate matrices Ci similar to Ci and L), similar to U, for i E 
(1,. . .1 ,s}. Further, 
Let A := 6, @ ... 
C diag(v,. . . , v) = diad CL<+ ,v,. . . , /..L,u, pv?. . . , pv). 
$ 6, @J C and B’ := 0, @ ... @ 6, $ diag(v, . . . . V) E 
GL,, . Clearly, i is similar to A, and 6 is similar to B, and 
il?=diag(A ,,..., A ,,,, ~“,,,v,...,~,v,~v....,~v) 
has the required form. 
Cnse B: r > n - m f s. We will slightly modi& the previous arguments. 
Let C := diag(p,_(,,_,,,-,,. . . . L~r, pL)_ E GL”_,,,, and distribute 
P,, . . . , pr-c,I-,,,_,j to the matrices C,, . . . , C,% so that at least one element of 
{P,,..., pu,- (,, _ ,,,,} occurs in each C,: 
c”, =diag(p ,..., pcL,~ ,,.... /_L,,) EGL ,,,, 
where c, = r - (n - m - 1). Again we can find A,, . . , A,,, E K such that 
(*I holds for appropriate matrices 6, similar to C, and ci similar to D,. 
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Furthermore, C dia$ y, . . . , v> = diag( p,_ (n _ m _ 2) v, . . . , /.q v, WJ). Finally, 
where A and B’ are defined as in case A. W 
COROLLARY 1.6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1.5, suppose that 
k E N satisfies k > (n - r - I)/( m - s). Then 
ig, . . . & = diag( /JI,...,&,) 
for a matrix A- similar to A and matrices gl,. . . , & similar to B and for 
CL;>...,& E K* with I( P’~, . . . , pL}I = n. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let I K I > 2n, and let B E GL,(K 1 be a matrix as in 
Lemma 1.5 (where s > 1 but m = n is admitted). Let k E N, such that 
k > max{2,2 + (n - m - l)/(m - s)}. Then B, .*e B, = diag(pl,. . . , pn) 
for some matrices B,, . . . , B, similar to B and pl, . . . , p, E K* with 
I{ CL 1,. . . , pu,ll = n. 
Proof. From Corollary 1.4 we obtain matrices B, and B, which are 
similar to B such that A := B, B, is a diagonal matrix as in Lemma 1.5 with 
m = r + 1 = n or m = r < n - 2. In the first case we have finished; 
otherwise, Corollary 1.6 yields the assertion. ??
For X E GL(V) and TJ E K let F,,(X) := {u E VlvX = qv). 
THEOREM 1.8. Let I K 1 2 2n, and let fi be a nontrivial conjugacy class 
of GL(V). There is some t < max{2, n - l} such that Of contains a linear 
mapping with n distinct eigenvalues. Furthermore, if dim F,(X) < n - 1 
for X E 1R and every 77 E K*, then t < max{2, [n/21}. 
Proof. As R is nontrivial, it contains a matrix B as in Proposition 1.7. If 
n = 2, then Proposition 1.7 (or Lemma 1.2) immediately yields the assertion. 
Let n > 3. Then 2 + (n - m - l)/(m - s) < n - 1. The assumption 
dim F,(X) < n - 1 for X E R and every 77 E K* implies that we can 
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choose B such that m > 3 and m - s > 2, hence n/2 > 2 + (n - m - 
l)/(m - s>. Thu P s roposition 1.7 proves our claim. ??
THEOREM 1.9. Let 1 K 1 > 2 n, and let R he a nontrivial conjugacy clas.y 
of CL(V) h’ h w zc is contained in SL(V). Let p E SL(V). 
If cp is u nonhomothety then cp E 0’ f& .some t < 11 + 1; elw cp E R’ 
for .sotw I < II + 2. 
Proof. 
Case A: n 2 3 and dim F,(X) < n - I _for X E fi and eve y 77 E K *. 
By Theorem 1.8, Rf contains a matrix R = diag( pi, . . . , pE,) with 
I{ p,, . . . , /-$,)I = n, where t < max(2, [n/21). Clearly, pi ... p,, = 1. First 
suppose that cp is not a homothety. The main result in [5] supplies an upper 
diagonal matrix S with eigenvahies p,, . . . , p, and a lower diagonal matrix T 
with eigenvalues p ], . . . , p, such that cp = ST (in a suitable basis for V >. As 
S and T are similar to R, we see that cp E Cn”‘. Finally, if cp is a homothet)i, 
we apply the previous argument to qX_‘, where X E R, and obtain q E 
fl;r+ 1. 
Case B: dim F,(X) = n - 1 for X E R and some q E K *. First sup- 
pose that cp is a nonhomothety. Hence u := AX is a simple mapping for 
A := vim ’ . Then det cr = A” and det ( A”cp) = A”‘“. Then from [2] or [3] one 
obtains 5 + 1 < n simple mappings (T,, . . . , CT~, p E GL(V) such that det a, 
= A” and det p = A(“-f)” and A”‘q = (T, ... a, p. Clearly, p = a,,, ... “;, 
for some simple mappings a,, , , . . . , a,, E GL(\,‘) with det U, = A”. Hence 
A”@ = o, . . . q,, and det a, = A” for i E (1, . . . , n}. As (T and a, are simple 
and satisfy det u = det a,, they are similar. Hence X = A- ‘a is similar to 
every X, := AA’s,. Further, cp = X, ... X,1 E R”. Finally, if cp is a homoth 
ety, then the previous result applies to 90x-l where X E R and yields that 9 
is a product of n + 1 elements of Q. 
Case C: n = 2 and V is X-irreducible. Then fl’ contains each matrix 
diag(A, A- ‘) where A2 # l(cf. Lemma 1.2), and at least one such matrix 
exists, as /K 1 2 4. If cp is cyclic, then diadh, A-‘) is a product of two 
matrices, one similar to X-i and the other one similar to cp; cf. Lemma 1.2. 
Hence cp E R3. Finally 
where A” # 1. 
-1 = diag(A, A-‘)diag(-A-‘, -A) E R”, 
??
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2. PRODUCTS OF ELEMENTS OF @a-’ FOR A SIMILARITY 
CLASS @ 
LEMMA 2.1. Let c E GL(V) \ (1, - 1) be an involution, and let r and 
Cl be conjugacy classes of cyclic mappings in GL(V) such that det F det s1 
= det (T. Then u E r@. 
Proof. Let b denote the dimension of the negative space of (T. Let 
x E Matbx(n-b) be a matrix with entries xb, . . . , xl in the first column and 
rb>***> x n-1 in the first row (which will be suitably chosen) and the other 
entries zero. Then 
(where an appropriate basis for V is taken and E, E Matbxb denotes the 
identity matrix). Let F be the companion matrix associated to I-l. A slightly 
tedious calculation (using induction over b) yields that Fa is cyclic and one 
can choose the xi E K such that char Fa = chara. 
In the sequel let Q, be a nontrivial conjugacy class of GL(V) and let 
Sz := @Q-l. Clearly, Cn C SL(V), and 0 is a union of conjugacy classes of 
GL(V). 
We assume that char K z 2. 
Let 0 < r < n. The set S, := ((T E GL(V)]cr ’ = 1 and dim kel(a + 1) 
= r} consisting of all r-dimensional involutions is a conjugacy class of 
GL(V). The elements of S, are called half turns. In [6] G. Thomsen proves 
that every element of SL(V) is a product of at most n/2 + 2(n even) or 
(n + 1)/2 + 1 ( n odd) half turns, provided n 2 4 and 1 K 1 > 7. If n = 3 
and 1 KI > 7, then at most four half turns are needed. Even the precise 
minimal length of each individual r E SL(V ) when writing 7r as a product of 
half turns is investigated in [6], but we do not use this result. 
Select an arbitrary cp E a, and let V = V, @ *.* @ V, be a decomposi- 
tion into cpcyclic modules such that char ‘9,+ Jchar rp, for i E (1, . . . , k - l} 
(Frobenius normal form, also called Smith normal form). If dim V, > 3, then 
we can choose some ~0; E GL(V,) w lc 1s similar to ‘pI such that cplpO;-’ is h’ h 
a half turn in GL(V,); cf. Lemma 2.1. Let p’ := cp; @ pz @ ... @ qk. Clearly, 
cp’ is similar to cp, and (p(p’- ’ is a half turn. We have obtained 
LEMMA 2.2. If the Frobenius normal form of @ contains a cyclic 
summand of dimension > 3, then R contains all half turns. If n > 4 and 
( K 1 > 7, then every element of SL(V) is a product of at most n/2 + 2 (n 
even) or (n + 1)/2 + 1 (n odd) elements of 0. 
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Suppose that @ does not fulfil the assumptions of Lemma 2.2. Then the 
above Frobenius decomposition of q E @ has the form V = V, @ *.. @ I’, 
@ .+* CB V,, where char ‘pl = char cp,. has degree 2, and char cp,+, = ... = 
char ‘pk has degree 1, and char qk divides char cp,. As Q is nontrivial, we have 
r # 0. If IK( > 6, then q,cp;-’ = dia$pI, pz) (’ in an appropriate basis for 
1;) for some cp’, E Q and distinct elements p,, p2 E K* \ 11); cf: Lemma 
1.3. Then w := ‘p,q;-’ CD 1, @ ... @ 1, E a. If II 2 3, then k # 1 and a 
Frobenius decomposition of w contains a cyclic summand of dimension > 3. 
The argument from above the previous lemma yields that R” contains all half 
turns. We have proved 
I,EMMA 2.3. If 1 K / 2 6 and n 2. 3, the CR” contains all half turnls. 
We summarize our result. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let char K + 2. Let @ be a nontrivial conjugacy c1a.w of 
GL(V). If I KI > 7, th en ever-y element of SL(1’) is a product of at most 
n + 4 elements of @W ’ whenever n > 4, cd a product of at mo.rt eight 
e1ement.s of @@-‘when n = 3. 
3. SUPPLEMENTS 
I 
As a generalization of both Lemmas 1.2 and 2.1 I proved the following 
statement. 
THEOHEM 3.1. Let q E GL(V), and let r and fI be conjugacy c1n.ssc.v 
(>f cyclic mappings in GL(V) with det cp = det IY det R. If L’ n&nits (I 
decomposition V = U CT3 W into proper p-rnochlf~s U and W with char 91, 
priw to char cplw, then cp E rf2. 
The proof of this theorem uses Sourour’s result [5] and is not so 
elementary as the proofs of Lemmas 1.2 and 2.1. 
II 
Similar arguments as used in the first section of this paper yield 
TIIEOKEM 3.2. Let IKI > 4n - 2. Given cp E SL,,( K) and CI nontrit-id 
conjugncy class R of SL,,( K ). lf n > 3 then cp E RL, where t < n + 1 
whenever cp is a nonhomothety; otherwise t < n + 2. If n = 2, then C,C E 0’ 
except when CP is a homothety; then q E Cl’. 
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